PRODUCT DATA SHEETS
KLEEN UP – MASONRY AND CONCRETE CLEANER
DESCRIPTION
This product was specially formulated to dissolve and remove concrete, film, scale rust,
scum and other insoluble carbonates with greater ease and safety than mechanical
grinding operations. Expensive labor cost for grinding, brushing and scouring and just
plain old rubbing is now replaced with a rapid safe spray and rinse operation. This is safe
substitute for muriatic acid. No special safety precautions are required. Normal
professional care eliminates the hazards associated with strong acids.
It is especially useful for removing mortar and plaster film from construction finishes,
including anodized aluminum window frames and painted surfaces, without damage,
when used according to directions. Its unique blend of powerful inhibitors and detergents
makes handling and storage safer.
This product is completely soluble in water. In the dilutions obtained by rinsing, it is
harmless to soil, slabs asphalt and foundation structures.

FEATURES






DISSOLVES SCALE
REMOVES PLASTER
ETCHES CONCRETE
REMOVES RED MUD
DISSOLVES CORROSION

USE AND DIRECTIONS
May be used undiluted or mixed with up to 10 parts of water. Apply by brush, dip soak or
spray. (If spray is used, use a coarse pattern that does not fog the atmosphere.)
Wet surface first before applying. Soak surface from 1 to 15 minutes, until desired results
are obtained. Repeat if necessary. Rinse thoroughly with running water.
Keep vertical surfaces well wetted out during soak period. Heavy accumulations of
corrosion rust or lime may require a second application and up to 30 minutes soak time.
OVERNIGHT DIRECTIONS: Spray cold oven as directed above. Close door and
allow standing overnight for eight hours or longer. Next morning, wipe clean with wet
cloth or sponge, then thoroughly rinse surface with potable water.

For light soil and touch-ups, spray cold oven as directed above. Allow to work 20
minutes or more. Wipe clean using wet cloth or sponge, then thoroughly rinse surface
with potable water.
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